INTRODUCING THE
2019 NHS INNOVATION
ACCELERATOR FELLOWS

The NHS Innovation Accelerator (NIA) is delighted to
welcome 13 new Fellows and innovations for 2019.
This group of dedicated individuals will join the existing
cohort of 2016 and 2017 Fellows.
The NIA is an NHS England initiative delivered in partnership with the country’s
15 Academic Health Science Networks (AHSNs). Through this partnership, the NIA
will support Fellows to spread their high impact, evidence-based innovations across
England’s NHS, benefitting staff, patients and populations.
For more information about the NIA, visit www.nhsaccelerator.com

arjun@ddm.health

Low Carb Program

@LowCarbProgram

Arjun is the Founding CEO and Head of AI of Diabetes Digital Media (DDM) and the innovator
behind the Low Carb Program. He has a wealth of experience in big data and artificial
intelligence (AI) and is passionate about the ethics of AI, particularly within population
healthcare. Prior to the development of the Low Carb Program in 2015, Arjun started the
world’s first digital diabetes support community following his grandfather’s diagnosis of type
2 diabetes. Arjun is an author on the topic of AI in healthcare, holding a first class honours
degree in Computing and Artificial Intelligence from Imperial College London and Advisor to
the Information School, University of Sheffield.

Alex Young

alex@virti.com

Charles MacKinnon

charles.mackinnon@ieg4.com

Virti

@virtimed

Digital Continuing Healthcare

@ChasMacKinnon

Alex created Virti to help improve mental health support for students and professionals
as they learn. A trauma and orthopaedic surgeon by training, Alex built and sold his first
company whilst at medical school. He went on to scale an award-winning medical education
company internationally from his bedroom while still training in the NHS using self-taught
coding skills! Alex holds a master’s degree in Surgical Science and a postgraduate degree
in medical education. Alex has won multiple awards with Virti including the VR Healthcare
Award at The VR Awards, Royal College of Surgeons’ Edinburgh Triennial Surgical Innovation
Prize and the Association of Medical Education Technology Prizes.

Healthcare Director at IEG4 Ltd, the company behind CHC2DST’s digital Continuing
Healthcare tool. Charles’ career has been focussed on delivering improvements for patients
through roles in clinical research, medical communications, patient support and software
development. Previously, he has led the communications strategy for the first long-acting
Beta Agonist inhaler for asthma; led the launch of MS One to One, a global digital patient
support resource for sufferers of Multiple Sclerosis; led the development of a global website
for Urologist education; and worked as European Lead for global medical communications
organisation, Omnicom Inc.

Amy Manning

info@s12solutions.com

Cosmin Mihaiu

cosminmihaiu@mirarehab.com

S12 Solutions

@S12Solutions

MIRA Rehab

@MiraRehab

Amy Manning began her career in 2009 as a statutory mental health Social Worker and
qualified as an AMHP in 2011 after completing an MA in Advanced Mental Health Practice.
Amy’s AMHP experience and frustration with the inefficient assessment set-up process led
her to research the problem further before developing a digital solution to improve MHA
assessment set-up for service users and professionals. Amy continues to work as a Best
Interest Assessor and part-time AMHP, in addition to her role as S12 Solutions’
Managing Director.
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Arjun Panesar

Cosmin is the CEO and Co-Founder of MIRA Rehab. With a double major in software
engineering and a bachelor’s degree in international business, Cosmin has both technical and
business expertise, ensuring that technical development is integrated with market feedback
and user experience. Cosmin has overseen the successful delivery of seven R&D innovative
technology projects, and has previously been part of the regional DigitalHealth.London
Accelerator. He was selected as a Kairos 50 Fellow and featured in Forbes ‘30 under 30’ in
2013. He was also a speaker and Fellow at TED Conference 2015.
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NHS Innovation Accelerator in numbers

354

1,413

NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIBERS

40

376
52
14
17

TOTAL NIA
APPLICATIONS
TO DATE

HOURS OF SUPPORT PROVIDED
TO EACH FELLOW TO DATE

7,126
TWITTER FOLLOWERS

TOTAL
INNOVATIONS
SUPPORTED

TOTAL CLINICAL
INTRAPRENEURS
SUPPORTED

# NIA
LEARNING
EVENTS

24
42,569

MENTORS

WEBSITE USERS

27

TOTAL COMPANIES
SUPPORTED

134

SPEAKER OPPORTUNITIES

FEMALE
ENTREPRENEURS
SUPPORTED

INTERNATIONAL SPREAD

1,704 287
ADDITIONAL NHS SITES
USING NIA INNOVATIONS
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JOBS CREATED

£79.25m
£ RAISED
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Jimmy Endicott

jimmy.endicott@leicspart.nhs.uk

Neil Daly

neil@skinanalytics.co.uk

ChatHealth

@ChatHealthNHS

Skin Analytics

@SkinAnalytics

Jimmy is Digital Development Manager at Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust, where he is
responsible for delivering the Trust’s digital offer for service users via a coordinated range of
apps, websites and digital platforms. He has a background in marketing management and
communications, and was previously a brand manager in commercial radio stations for young
people. Committed to improving access to care for young people, Jimmy conceived the plan
for ChatHealth at his dining table on the back of a scrap of spare wallpaper and it’s been his
primary focus ever since.

Founder and CEO, Neil Daly, started Skin Analytics in 2012 to apply the maturing field
of Artificial Intelligence to improve skin cancer survival rates. Neil has previously worked
extensively in mobile innovation and strategy consulting. He holds a BSc in Physics from the
University of Western Australia and an Executive MBA from London Business School.

Loes van Egmond

loes.vanegmond@skinvision.com

Ranjit Manchanda

SkinVision

@SknVsn

Population Genetic Testing

Loes’ role is to support the integration of SkinVision within existing health systems. The rising
incidence of skin cancer, alongside the population’s high level of technological awareness
and acceptance, makes the UK a key target market for the company. Loes has an MSc in
Biomedical Sciences and worked as a researcher at Harvard Medical School before pivoting
to Strategy Consulting at Accenture. She has an MBA from INSEAD Business School.

Ranjit is a clinical academic senior lecturer and consultant gynaecological oncologist. He is
passionate about enabling the delivery of a new approach towards cancer prevention through
his NHS Innovation Accelerator Fellowship. Ranjit has completed a four-year NIHR (National
Institute for Health Research) Clinical Academic Fellowship, and an NIHR Leadership programme
at Ashridge Business School. Ranjit helped to develop the European Network of Young
Gynaecological Oncologists - the largest network of its kind - from inception, serving as its
president for two years. He is the Lead for the Barts Health Women’s Precision Prevention service
and Chair for the London Cancer High Risk Gynaecological Cancer multidisciplinary team. He
has published and lectured widely on areas of research and clinical interest, and is the Academic
Training Programme Director (North) for the London School of Obstetrics and Gynaecology.

Martin Withers

martinw@spearmark.co.uk

Rick Popert

Droplet

@Droplet_UK

PrecisionPoint

Martin is Group Commercial Director for Spearmark Health Ltd, the company behind Droplet.
He has worked in a variety of sectors throughout his career, including drinks companies
Whitbread and Bass Brewers, and toys for Hasbro. He has a wide range of international
experience in markets across Europe, North America and Australia, and has previously been
part of a peer-to-peer programme with Vistage, a business mentoring company. Martin is
looking forward to bringing a fresh perspective to other Fellows from his knowledge of other
business sectors.
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r.manchanda@qmul.ac.uk

TM

rick.popert@gmail.com

Transperineal Access System

Rick has been a Consultant Urologist at Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS FT for 20 years, and has
embraced surgical innovation throughout his career. Through the NHS Innovation Accelerator
Fellowship, he is passionate about transforming prostate biopsy practice across the NHS to
ensure a safer and more effective service. In 2009 Rick started training courses to teach the
techniques of transperineal (TP) biopsies. Over five years he taught over 100 urologists. In
the last year he has been running a monthly course on local anaesthetic TP biopsies using
the PrecisionPoint device and has trained over 50 urologists from over 30 hospitals in
the technique.
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Saskia Roddick

saskia@letsmush.com

Mush

@mushmums

Saskia is passionate about creating lasting change for maternal mental health via Mush. 92%
of mums admit to feeling lonely, and as a mum herself, Saskia understands this struggle and
has used Mush to connect with other parents in her local community. As Head of Marketing
and a growth strategist for Mush, Saskia has pioneered its campaign to reach out to healthcare
professionals. She was also involved in Facebook’s inaugural incubator focusing on building
communities. Prior to Mush, Saskia had a successful career working as an actor in London and
internationally, and is co-founder of one of London’s leading female creative networks, The
Quarter Club.

Stephen Bourke

stephen.bourke@echo.co.uk

Echo

@echo_healthcare

A lifelong patient, Stephen co-founded Echo to solve a problem that he understands
intimately. Born in Ireland but raised in Brussels, Stephen started his career at Age UK before
joining BT’s leadership programme, where he was appointed Head of Strategy. He was then
approached by DrThom (now LloydsPharmacy Online Doctor) to lead international expansion.
It was here that he saw the opportunity to apply his know-how and personal experience to
tackle medicines adherence in the NHS.

Sign up to the quarterly INSIGHTS newsletter for the latest articles,
blogs and case studies from the NHS Innovation Accelerator.
www.nhsaccelerator.com/insights-newsletter

Contact the NIA
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nia@uclpartners.com
www.nhsaccelerator.com
@NHSAccelerator
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